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Abstract

Monte-Carlo simulations of three dimensional galaxy distributions are performed, following
the prescription of Chokshi &. Wright (1988), to study the photometric properties of evolving
galaxy populations in the optical and near infrared bands to high redshifts. Galaxies arc spatially
distributed according to the spatial two point correlation function in a range of cluster to field
environments and in volume elements appropriate to the cosmological model under cormidera-
tion. Details of individual galaxy properties, including luminosities, morphologic, disk-t~bulge
ratios, and size distributions are sitnulated to match local observed galaxy properties. Galax-
ies have evolving spectral energy distributions that include both stellar emission and internal
dust absorption and re-ernission. The simulations result in noiseless two dinlensional galaxy
distributions on the sky that can be compared to the observed deep images in the blue and
near-infrared bands. In this paper, the frrst of a series, wc present our baseline model in which
galaxy numbers are conserved, and in which no explicit “starburst” population is included. We
use the model in an attempt to simultaneously fit published blue and near infrared photometric
and spectroscopic observations of deep f[elds. We find that our baseline models, with a forn~a-
tion redshift, Zj, of 1000, and H0=50, are able to reproduce the observed blue counts to bj =22,
independent of the value of QO, and also to provide a satisfactory fit to the observed blue band
redshift distributions, but for neither value of Q. do we achieve an acceptable fit to tile fainter
blue counts. In the K-balld, we fit the number counts to the limit of the present day surveys
only for an QO= O cosmology.

We investigate the effect on the model fits of varying the cosmological parameters }fO, the
formation redshift z], and the local Iuminmity function. Changing }10 does not improve the fits
to the observations. IIowever, reducing the epoch of galaxy formation used in our simulations
has a substantial efTect. ln particular, a model with Zf H 5 in a low QO universe improves
the fit to the faintest photometric blue data without any need to invoke a new population
of galaxies, substantial merging, or a significant starburst galaxy population. l’or an Q.= 1
universe, however, reducing z~ is less successful at fitting the blue band counts, and llrrs little
effect at all at K.

Varying the parameters of the local luminosity function can also nave a significant effect. In

particular the steep low end slope of the local Iun]irlosity furlction of F’rancesctliIii cf al. allows
an acceptable fit to the bj < 25 counts for flo = 1, but is incompatible writl~QO= O.
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1 Int,roduct,ion

Over the last decade, advances in the sensitivity of two dimensional array detectors have led to

phenomenal breakthroughs in the obsm-vatiolls of faint galaxies. in the blue band the galaxy surveys

probe flux levels that are 5-8 magnitudes fainter than the photographic surveys. The near-infrared

arrays have only recently become available, and now allow systematic studies of galaxy populations

to A’ R 21 msg. ‘1’he optical and near infrarecl surveys probe surface densities of galaxies in excess

of 105 degree- 2. Yet these advancelncnts in observations have not resulted in any consensus on

the interpretation of the origin of tl~c faint galaxy populations, or on the cosmological models that

the observations favor. l’or exaln])lc, modelli[lg of the photometric surveys in the blue and the

K-band has pointecl to contradictory results: tlic Ii-band counts increase steep]y beyond hj > 17

(Koo & Kron 1992 and references tllcrcin) in cxccss of many c,uiescently evolving galaxy model

predictions, even for an open cosmology that maxilnises tllc voluIne (hfaddox CLal. 1990); on the

other hand the K-band cou]its nave been exl)lai]lcd by quicscclltl-y evolving galaxy ])opulations in an

Q. = 1 cosmological model; an open universe Inoclel or a fiat universe with a non-zero cosmological

constant would predict too Itlany faint systellls (Cowie ct ctl. 19!33). ‘1’lle spcctroscol)ic surveys in 11

and K provide further contradictions: for exanl])lc tltc rcclsliift clistributions of the blue populations

are consiste]it with a non-evolving galaxy distributio]l (I]rc)adllurst, l;llis and SIIanks ]988, Colless

et ctl. 1990), at variance with tile il]tcrl)rctatio]l of tile blue ]Iumber count data. On the other

hand, the redshift-magnitude distributions ill tllc K-band require about a magnitude of luminosity

evolution in 1{ (Elston 1992).

Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volnlerangc (1990, 1991) and l{occa-Vollncrange & Guiderdoni (1990)

have been able to fit the blue ba]id ])lloto]netric and redsllift data with a self-collsiste]lt model by

either adopti]lg a low value for Q a]ld a IIigh value for zj, or by ]nerging ])roccsscs. Simultaneous

fits of the bj and 1{ band Plloto]nctric and redsl]ift data liave l)CCII acllicved (Ilroadllurst, l;llis &

Glazebrooli 1992, Carlberg & Chariot 1992, l,acey C( al. 1993) \vitll a sinlilar a~)])cal to Incrging,

and also to starbursts. Allotller suggclstio]l IIas bcc]i to illvokc a ?lct~] ])o])ulatioll of galaxies not
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seen in the local surveys (Cowie et al. 1993, Cole, ‘1’reyer & Silk 1992). Again tile timing of the

bright phase of this new populatio)i is adjusted to match tllc observations, but ]jhy.sical arguments

have been put forward that suggest that this scenario might not be unreasonable (llabul & Rees

1992). in contrast, Koo & Kron (1992) use a mix of blue, constant star forming galaxies with a

steep low end luminosity function, and a normal population modelled by declining star forming

rates to model the multi-band number counts and also tllc redshift distributions. Wang (1991)

uses a dusty galaxy model with strong evolution to reproduce the bj and K numlmr counts while

truncating the redshift distribution via internal extinctiolL.

The number of models that have been presented and their difIercnces indicate that the data

are degenerate to the numbcn- of fitting parameters, therefore successful fits can be obtained by

different modellers with different combinations of starting assumptions and values for their many

parameters. This makes it very difficult to colnparc and contrast their results. ~’he problem is

exacerbated by the fact that the analytical moclelling techniques wl~ich are usually usecl to interpret

deep galaxy data are limited in their ability to deal self-co]lsistcnt]y with the enormous complexity

of the physical processes involvecl ill galaxy evolutio]l.

The situation is further conll)licatcwl by the fact that tile galaxy count data

from a lack of consensus - Maddox et 01. (]990) claim all excess in the galaxy

tllelnsclvm suffer

counts over non-

evolving lnodel predictions at f)j e 17, while hfetcalfe C( [//. ( 1991 ) clailtl that t]le excess does not

occur till bj >21. l’hus tl~e niodels are often based 011arbitrary llormalisatio]ls at tile bright end,

depending on the survey in question.

Another shortcc}ming of existing models is

galaxies on the plane c)f the sky. ‘1’llcse Inodcls

that they igliore tl~c 2-dimensional clistribution of

tllelefore usually ignore such ])otentially important

effects as the distribution of surface hrigllt]less aINoIlg galaxies, t]le ef~ect of surface brightness

dimming on detectability, co]lfusio]l a]id c]usterillg, or tlicIy Iliake Iiltlited analytical corrections for

them.

in this series of papers we take a ]Iew ]Ilodellillg a]j]jroacll, dcsiglled to address so][~e of the
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linlitations of earlier moclcls. We have dcvelo~)ccl Molltc-Carlo simulations that can not only itlcor-

poratc the known properties of local galaxies ]nuc}l better than analytical approaches, but which

also for the first titne model the 2-1) clistrihutio]l of galaxies on the plaue of tlie sky.

Our philosophy for the McJnte-Carlo silnulatio]ls is to tahc into account as niany of the important

physical properties as we can to describe local galaxy populations, and not to limit the variables

to the number of ohservables. While tlLe local ohscrvatio]ls of galaxies are used to constrain some

of these ]Jarameters, tile less well constrained paralnctcrs are treated as variables whose effect on

deep galaxy data can be studied. Our ai]n is to si]nultaneously study tile lJV through far-infrared

properties of galaxies and carry out direct coq)arisons w’itl~ tlic observed galaxy counts, colors,

and redshift distributions. in this paper, we make the sim])]est and minimunl assumptions required

to simulate field galaxy distributions, al]d usc tllc best available quiescent galax.~ evolution models

which keep track of the metallicity/dust content as tllc stellar po])ulation w~itllill the system evolves.

‘1’hus the models explicitly take into accou]lt tllc extinctio]l and emission ~)ro])erties of dust as a

function of time. The star-burst galaxies that liave received so liluch attention from recent results

of blue and far infrared galaxy surveys arc ex])licitly ignored. \VcI will defer the effects of relaxing

these minima] assumptions to later papers, wllic]l will (1) explore tile effects of varying other

parameters and of relaxing various initial assuli~])tions; (2) exte]]d tile tits to other wavelength

regions, beginning w’ith 6011111in the far il~frared; (3) and i]lvestigate tile cfl’ects of illstrumcwtal

noise, sky noise, seeing, confusion, clustering and foreground galaxy c’xtinctioll 011tllc derivecl source

counts.

l’lle simulation procedure is described in section 2. Scctioll 3 describes the galaxy evolution

models. Section 4 presel~ts the results of tlie Lj aIId K Land silllulatiolls and colnpares to tl~em to

tl]e observations. Section 5 contains a disct]ssio]l of tllc results. Sectio]] 6 sumll~arises our work.
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2 The Simulation Procedure

Below we provide a brief description of the modelling teclllliquc. “~’hesimulations presclltcd here are

an extension of thc)se presented by Chokshi & Wright (1988), which contains further details of the

Monte-Carlo procedures. l’he models rely on all ul~dw-standing of galaxy properties in the local

universe, and extrapolate them to higher redshifts based on the chosen cosmological model and

passive stellar evolution within galaxies. ‘]’hus the INodcls arc subject to the uncertainties in the

local galaxy observations, for example their colors, morphological distribution, and clustering prop-

erties. Also, different libraries in stellar evolutionary tracks, and/or different isochrones adopted for

galaxy evolution models influence the results. Models using ol~ly stellar tracks entail cliscontinuities

in the photometric evolution of early- type systems as suggested by Cllarlot L! }Iruzual ( 1991). Our

model uses a homogeneous set of s]nootll isochrc)]les defi]lillg a colitilluous sequence ill mass and

ages covering almost all evolutionary ])llasc.

2.1 Tile Distribution on tile Sky

ll~e \vill discuss t]lesc ])oints ia more detail ill Sect. 3.

‘l’he simulations are carried out witliill an angular area 15’ x 15’ ON tllc sky. ‘1’l~ecosmological

parameters 11., 00 and the redshift of galaxy formation .zj arc treated as variables. III addition

we impose a maximuttl redshift li)nit on tile resulting simulatiol~s of Z,,,O1=5, to limit file size. l’he

local density of galaxies is determined by illtegrat,ilig t]le cl~osell local lul]lil]osity function to a

minitnurn luminosity of 10–41, *, giving a volu]tle density T/O= 24075 x 10-1//3 M~)c-~ (h ==}/./lOO)

for the ]u]ni]losity function of l;fstathiou, l;llis & l’etersoll ( 1988) (see next section for a cliscussion

of the selection of the local lulnillosity function). ‘l’lie IluIIIl)cIr of galaxies ])er cluster is assigucd

according to a power law rallgillg froln N 102 -- 104 lnelnl)crs ])er cluster with an average of 103.

The average separation of galaxies withiu the clusters is I)ased ol~ the s])atial tivc) poiut correlation

function given by l’ccbles (1980) and is illdepelldellt of recls]lift. ‘1’lius tile a]n])]itude of tile galaxy

correlation function decreases as the background density of galaxies increasm at higher z. l’or

individual clustcws the clustering length cllal]ges accord itlg to a l)oiver law to silnulate tiglit or

(j
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diffuse clusters. The diffuse clusters are large cIIough to effectively simulate “field” environments.

The cluster members arc placed at the ends of a randonl walk process and only those members

that fall within the required field of view arc considered for further simulations. I’hc clustering

procedure is discussed in more detail in Chokshi & Wright (1988).

2.2 The Local Luminosity Fundion

l)he local lurniuosity function (1.11’)is one of the most important parameters upon which models

for deep galaxy samples rest. ‘i’hc fullc.tioll is usually parameterizcxl with a Schcchter (1976) form:

(1)

where @, M“ and cx define the c.haractcristic space density and the magnitude at the knee of the

function, and the slope of the faint end of the function.

In Figure 1 we show several recently published field luminosity functions. ‘l’lie parameters

describing these functions arc presented in ‘1’al~lc,], exccl)t for tllc conllJositc’ ful[ction of Carll~crg

and Chariot. q’here is quite a range in tile valum of ~J*, JI* and 0 for these fuuctions. If we take

this large dispersion as a measure of the uncertainty to w’llicll wc actually ktlow tllc true value of

these parameters in the local universe tllcll clearly tile resulting ])rcdictml l}ulnljer counts will have

corresponding significant unce~taintics. h40st modcllers seek to li]nit tllc uncertainty in at least

one 1,1’ parameter, ~“, by normalizing tllcir ]nodels to tile bright clld of the Ilumbcr counts. in

this paper we retain ~J*as an independent l)aralnctcr l)ecause tllerc is consideral)]c disagrecmcllt in

the observed level of the blue nulnbcr counts at bright lnagllitudcs (Sllanlis 1990), which of course

reflects the uncertainty in ~~”itself.

Our approach is to run our simulations using more tl~an o]ie local IJlr so that wc can juclgc

directly the eflect on the models of the uncertainty ill the local 1,1’. \Vc lla~’c selected the Ii]”

of F,fstathiou et al. (1988) as our basclillc lll; , and also run So]lle silnulatiol(s using the 1,1’1of

Franceschini et al. (1988), and that of Sha]lks, as givcll by hictcalfc C[ al. ( 190]; see also Shanks

1990). We take these three IJl”s as rcprcsclltative of tllc rallgc of values of ~)”, Afl” and a dis])layed



in Figure 1. Both the Frallceschini and the Shanks functions show a steep faint end slope for their

late type, blue systems.

Several studies have found a dependence of 1,1’ shape with morphological type or color. ‘1’hc

RSA sample of Efstathiou et al. shows some widrmce for the late type galaxies (later

to have a fainter M* by N 0.58 magnitude, tllcmforc we IIave adopted this magnitude

for SCI and later types for

from the Second Reference

1976), and consists of 10%

this 1,11’.The distribution into various morphological classes

Catalog of I]right Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs,

el]ipticals, 1870 SOS, and 727o spirals.

than SCI)

difference

is derived

& Corwin

F’ranceschini et al. (1988) exploited a complete sample of 1671 galaxies with nZP S 14.5 msg. ( or

mp < 14 msg. in some areas), excluding the Virgo cluster region and objects with c.z < 1000 km s–l.

Their sample was divided into two morphological bins: E/SO and Spiral/irregular. We derivecl

Schccter function fits to their early and late type suhsamples. ‘1’hc resulting vtilues of M“ are given

in Table 1. The early type systems SIIOWa flat low ]ulninosity end that is sixnilar to the F;fstathiou

function, while the slope of the faint end for the late-type systems is steep (cf. l’able 1). Integrating

these luminosity functions to 17th magnitude in the blue yields the result that 10.8% of galaxies

are in the early class and 88.2% are late- ty~)c. ‘1’lic local volume density obtained by integrating

the 1,1’ to the limit of the sil[lulations at 10–41,* is t/O = 0.96561t3, which is ? 4 times the density

derived from the Efstathiou

‘1’he luminosity function

function.

prescmtcd by Sllanlis ( 1!390) has bCICIIdi~’idcd by them into II-V color

bins. l’he sample is based on the AAI{S survey of l’etcrsoll ct al.(1986). While tile sllalJe of this

function bears some rescmblcncc to tllc I’rancesclli]li et al. function, tlierc is a clifferencc both in

the normalisation of the different galax~~ classes arid also tlicir lulninosity scale. g’lLus at IJ* tllc

Shanks function is dominated by cllipticals and SOS (tlieir red class), and tllc break in tllc function

occurs at systematically brighter Ina.gnitudes for tile later tyl)c galaxies. ‘1’his is in contrast to the

results of both },fstatlliou ct al. and l’rancescllilli cl al.. ‘~’llc dcnsit.v of galaxies clmived from this

function is w 3 times higher than tile one used in our baseline IIlodel. J!ritll this function, the red
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E/SO galaxy class comprises w 26%, the intern~cdiatc color class (Sa-Sb) comprises N 25% and the

blue class the remaining N 49% of the total population.

2.3 Galaxy Silnulations

Simulations of individual galaxies are also carried out in a Monte-Carlo fashion such that the overall

distribution in properties follows the assigned ell)pirical or analytical law. ‘1’ILus,luminosities of

galaxies are chosen to follow the selected 1,1’.

The distribution of the disk-to-bulge ratios of spirals is adopted from Kill.g & l}llis (1985) and

lie between 25-75% for SOSand 1-30% for spirals. Scale sizes arc dcrivecl froxn tile enlpirical relation

between surface brightness alld scale size of ~’honlscli & Fransden (1983) for elliptical and bulges.

A constant central surface brightness is assumed for spirals to cletcrmine their scale size. Galaxy

position angles on the plane of the sky arc uniformly distributed between 0-180”. l’he ratio of the

major to the minor axis is unifornlly distributed between 1-21 for disks, 1-7 for SO and bulges, and

is determined by the type EO-E7for elliptical, ancl this ill turn fixes the inclil~ations perpendicular

to the plane of the sky.

Each morphological class is assigned a range of galaxy spectral classes which reproduce, at

their present age, the range in the observecl o~)tical-to-llc’ar infrared colors of local galaxies. ‘l’lie

galaxy evolution models that wc adopt licre are discussc’cl ill ll~orc cletail in the following section,

l’or each simulated galaxy tlie total flux at tile rest wavelcllgtl~ cc)rrcsl)ondillg to its redshift and

age is derived for the appropriate spectral class. ‘J’llis broaclbal]cl flux is cormctcd for all i[lternal

inclination dependent extinction at tllc CIJOCIIof observation ill tile galaxy’s rest frame. ‘1’his flux

is thcIl distributed onto the 2 dimensional pla IIcI of tlIe sky accord i]lg to tile surface briglttncss

profile of the galaxy, which is a dc Vaucouleurs’ law’ for c’llil)ticals allcl bul.gcs, ancl an exponential

law for clisks out tc~ six scale lwlgtlis. ‘1’liese fluxm arc l)ixcliscd o]i to al] array (1800x 1800) in

the observer’s frame. We assume tliat our galaxies arc transparent to }Jackgroullcl systems, so that

fluxes from systems at diflercnt redshifts along a givc]l line-of-sight arcI adclitivc. in a later paper

we will investigate the effect of obscuratio]l by foreground galaxies.



The image created by the proeesscs described above is a noise-less, infinite sensitivity image,

1’o truly compare the simulated image with real obsetvatiollal data it is necessary to add the effects

of noise, including instrumental and background sky noise, and seeing, and then to extract galaxies

from the image using the same techniques that observers CIO. In approaching the simulated data

this way wc can directly investigate the effects of selection biases, such as those emphasised by Koo

& Kron (1992), and the other tl$’o-dilllellsiollal effects mentioned in Section 1.

Wc have chosen to defer this step of the analysis of our modc]s to a. later paper of this series.

l’or the current pa~~er we accumulate the number counts, redshift distributions and color distri-

butions from the integrated properties of the silnulated galaxies before they are laid down on the

2-dimensional grid. Thus t}lc model distributions discussed in Section 4 are tile pre-image model

galaxies, not the “observed” model galaxies, ‘1’he reason for this is that it allows us to compare

the model results in this paper much more directly with tl~e results of previously published ana-

lytical models. We feel that this is an inl~)ortallt first step before proceeding to an analysis of the

“observed” simulated galaxies,

3 Synthetic Spectral Energy Distributions

In the follc)wing sections we sulnmarize the fundalnclltal assuln~)tions of the Inodel which allow’s

us to dm-ive the broad-band spectrum of galaxies over tl~e whole frequency range, from the UV

(A= 0.125 pm) to the far-l]{ (A = 1000 ,ln,) ( see Mazz,ei, Xu & de Zotti (1991) for more details),

as a function of time since galaxy forlnatiol].

3.1 The Chemical Evolution Moclel

We have adopted Schmidt’s (]959) paranletrizatioli, Jvllcreill LIICIstar- forlllatioll rate (S1’1{), @(i),

is proportional to some I)ow’er of tllc fractional mass of gas ill tile galaxy, f~ = ?n~aS/m~fl~, initially

assulned to be unity (?n~a~ = 1011 ln~j):

i’(~)“ +0-/-;’Ill@ y]’-”]. (2)

1()



We have adopted the case n = 0.5, advocated by Madore ( 1977).

‘i’hc initial mass function (IM II’), q$(m), has a Salpetm (1955) form:

‘(’’1)’’’”=‘(:;)-2”35[’(%)111[ < Ill < Itlu, (3)

with mU := 100 m. and 7n/ = 0.01 nl~.

The influence of a diffcrexlt c.]~oic.eof the power law index, II, for the de~}endencc! of the S1’R

on the gas density has becli discussed by Mazzei (1988). ‘l’lie effects of different choices for the

]M1’ and its lower mass limit, 7n/, are analysed in Mazzei ct CI1.(1992) for late type systems and

in Mazzci, de Zotti & Xu (1993) for early–type galaxies. ‘1’lIcgeneral conclusiol[ is that the overall

evolution c)f late--type systems is weakly dependent on 11, wl~ereas stronger differences could arise

for early-type systems.

In this paper, our bascliue moclc] uses the previously cited gcl~eral assulnl)tiolls. l)isclltan,gli[lg

SFR and IMF evolutionary eficcts from counts allcl color predictiolis is deferred to future papers.

‘1’he galaxy is assumed to bc a closed system, i.e. we lieglcct bot]l winds al~d inflow of inter-

galactic gas. Supernova drivcm galactic winds may well I)CTillil)ortallt during tile early evolutionary

stages of elliptical, particularly for ]ower Illass objects (I; rocato c~ al. 1990). on tile other hand,

the extended hot coronae aroul]d these galaxies, indicated I)y X-ray observations (e.g. ‘1’ril~chicri

& Fahbiano 1985), may imply tllc existence of Illassivc l~alos, cal)al~le of llaIllIJcrillg or even of

preventing steady galactic winds, or of accretion flours. III ally

effects is very difficult.

Also, the gas is assu]ued to be well n~ixcd al~d ulliforl]lly

assume that recycling is install ta(lcous, i.e. stellar lifetilllcs are

case, a relial)le lnodelli[lg of tllcse

distributed. }Ic)wrcver, we do xiot

tdli(’11 into accoutlt.

‘i’lic variations w’itll galactic age of the fractio]lal gas li~ass ~g(t) [and, tllroug]l eq. (2), of

the SII’R, ~(t)] a]ld of the gas lnetallicity Z~(t) are obtaillcxl by llu]ll~rica]ly solving tile standard

equations for the chemical evolution of tllc Galaxy (rl’ilisley 1980).



3.2 The Photometric Evolution Model

Synthetic Starlight Spectrunl

~’he synthetic spectrum of stellar populations as a function of tllc galactic age was derived from

the UV to the N band (10.2 ~~tn). ~’lIe contributioll of a stellar generation of age ~ to the integrated

luminosity in tile passband AA is given by:

(5)

where 7n is the initial stellar nlass, ?T1,J,;,,is tllc Ininilnum mass represented ill the isochronc, 7nr,,aT(~)

is the maximum mass of stars still visible at tile age ~, i.e. tile largest mass wllicll has not yet

reached the stage of either the final explosion or of the formation of a co]iapsed remnant, kfA~(?71, ~)

is the absolute magnitude of a star of initial l~lass ?H ancl age ~, and M. = 4.72 is the bolomctric

luminosity of the sun.

‘1’hc global luminosity at

earlier gcncratic)ns, weighted

galactic age f is tllcl] obtaillcd as tllc sun] of the contributions of all

by the al)prol)riatc S1’1/:

(G)

q’he number of stars born at each galactic age t and tlicir ]ncta]licity arc obtained by solvilig the

equations governing the chemical cvolutio]l, wit]l tllc S]I’1{and IlVilI1sl)ecificd above.

‘lo dcsc.ribc their distributio]l ill tllc II- 1{ diagla]ll ~vc llavc adopted tlic theoretical isocllroncs

derived by IIcrtelli et al. (1990) for n]ctallicitics Z= O.001 a]ld Z= O.02, cxtelldcd by hlazzei (1988)

up to 100 In. and tcj an age of 106 yr. ‘1’lic isocllro]lcs include all evolutio]lary l)hascs from the mail~

scqucncc to the stage of planetary cjectio]~ or of carbon ignitio]l, as appropriate given the initial

mass.

l’ollowing Sandagc (1986) wc vary tile value of ;l~o[cq. (2)] fro]ll 100 to 1 111<)yr-] to describe

the cllcmical and pllot,omctric ~)rol)ertics of tllc galaxies of diflercllt IIlorl)llological tyl)cs.

Correction for lntcrnal Mtiltclion

12



!l’he internal extinction has been taken into accoUIlt assuming that stars and dust are well

mixed. The dust to gas ratio was assunled to be proportional to a ~lowrer of the metallicity, as in

Guiderdoni & lLocca-Volnlerange (1987). l’urtller details are given in Mazzei et al. (1992).

3.3 Emission from Circumstellar Dust

The n~id-IR emission from circumste]lar dllst s]le]]s was assun]ed to bc dominated by 011/11/ stars

(see Lfazzei et al. 1992 for a discussion). l’he spectruln of 011 27.2+0.2 (Ilaud et al. 1985) was

assumed to be representative for stars of t]lis class (see also COX C{ a~. ] 986). ‘1’hen the total

luminosity of 011/IR stars in the passba.nd AA is given by:

where tAG~ (Tllu,)) is the time w]len, in our model, the first 011/11{ stars appear, ?ni,o]l(~) (> ?nHeF)

and nLu,o}f(T) (< mUp) are the minimum and the ]naxilnuln mass of 011/11{ stars of age ~. l’he

coefficient F is determined from the co]ldition that 01[/11{ stars account for 10% of the observed

12pm luminosity of our galaxy (Ghosh, ])rapatz & ])eppel 19S6; IIoulatlger & l’6rault 1988). We

find J’ = 0.05, iIl good agrcwnlcllt with IIcrma]l &ZIIaljillg’s (198.5) esti]nate,

3.4 Diffuse Dust Emission

‘1’he diffuse dust emission spectrum takes into account tl~c cc)ntributions of t~vo components: warm

dust, located in regions of high radiation flc]cl intc]lsity (e.g., in tlICInciglll)orllood of 0}1 clust,crs)

and cold dust, heated by the general interstellar radiatioIl field.

‘J’he lnode] allows for a realistic grain- size distriljutioll and illcludm I)flll Inoleculcs (SCCXu &~

l)e Zotti (1989) and hlazzci cf al. (1992) for more details). ‘1’he atlloullt of starlight absorbed and

re -emitted by dust is determined at each tilne usi]lg tllc Illodel for il~tcrllal extil]ction Inclltioncd

above.

The relative contributions of the warl]] and cold dust colll])ollcllts arc) also cvolvillg writll galactic

age: the warnl/cold dust ratio is assu]llcd to ]JC ])rol)ortiollal to t]lc stfir forillation rate.
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3.5 Model Colors and Comparison with Nearby Galaxies

Figure 2 shows the spectral evolution for typical elliptical and spira] models as a function of galaxy

age. The adopted l~o for this figure arc 100 and 10 MO per year respectively. In Figure 3 we

illustrate the evolution of the rest frame reddened and unreddened colors (U -- V) and (IJ – K),

and (U —V)O and (B- K)o, of synthetic galaxies with five diffrent values of the initial star formation

rate, ~~o: 3, 10, 20, 35 and 100 moyr ‘1. Small values of tjo correspond to slow initial star formation

and slowly declining star fornlatio]~ rates, therefore we expect them to correspond to late type

systems. ]Iigh ~). values correspond to large star formation rates and rapid declines in SFR with

time, k. to early type systems. l’igure 4 shows the simulated (11-V) and (V-K) colors in the

observed frame as a function of z for the two Q= O,] coslnologies assuming 110=50 and z~=1000.

g’he best cc)mpilations of optical and near-ilifrarcd IIlultiaperture data for nearby galaxies to

compare these moclel colors to are tlic l{efcrence Catalogs of de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs ancl

Corwin for IJIIV data, and the de Vaucoulcurs & l,ongo (1988) ( C’atalogue of Visual ad Infrared

Photometry of Galaxies from 0..5 pm and 10 pm) for loriger wa~rckngth data. We have used these

hetcrogelleous sets of nlultial)erture data for local galaxies to derive colors, aperture corrected to log

A/I) ==O. ‘J’hc UIIV data have bcc~Lcorrected following tlie 1{C2 (de Vaucoulcurs, de Vaucouleurs &

Corwin, 1976), and the growth curves in V and K have bce)I clerived from the data in de Vaucouleurs

& I,ongo (1988). All data have been corrected for galactic rcddellin.g follow’illg t]le maps of ]Iurstein

& IIcilcs (1984). We grouped galaxies of similar tyl)c as follows. \Vc define as 1;/S0 all very-early -

typc galaxies i.e. systems classified with a value of tile }Jaralneter 7’, as dcfinecl in tile 1{C2, SUCII

that 2’ s – 1. Sa galaxies are tl~ose characterized by O <7’< 1; Sb: 2 s 2“ s 3; SC: 4 s 7’ S 6;

and the remaining systems are lrr.

l’hc lcsulting mean observed colors < U – V >, < V – 1{ > ancl < }1 – V >, as a function of

type are shown in the upper panel of ‘l’able 2, aucl tllc distributio]i of colors for all systems, and

for spiral and irrcp;u]ars alollc, are shown ill l“igure 5. ‘1’licsc lneall colors are in good agree.lncllt

with previous work (Aarol~sc)l\, (J978); de Vaucouleurs ,0 de l~aucouleurs, ( 1972); see lower panel
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of Table 2).

The range of present day (15 Gyr) simulated rcdclencd colors is in good agreement with the

observations. In particular the large dispersion in the observed colors of late-type galaxies (Figure

5) is reproduced by changing the initial star-formation rate l~o by a factor of about 3 from

(1’igure 3). The colors of E and SO galaxies are well matched by the higher ~~omodels.

3 to lo

As described in Section 2, for the simulations each morphological class must be assigned a range

of model galaxy spectral classes, defined by their initial star formation rate, tjo. Based on Figures

3 and 5 and ~’able 2 wc sclcctcd 50< 1~0< 100 for cllipticals and galaxy bulges, while the old disk

populations of SOS have

10>?)0> 1.

4 Results

0< +0 <50, and Sa-Scf spira’ disks and lrrs arc clescrihed by the range

4.1 The Simulated Images

Our standard models comprise 15’ x 15’ simulations ilnagcd on a 1800x 1800 pixel array in each of

the broad band bj and 1{ filte]s. l’or tile 1{-band silnulation we have used the K-band filter function

of Wainscoat & Cowie (1992) while the Lj band filter function was ])rovided by Majcwski (1992).

in plates l-IV we show the central 5’ x 5’ of the simulated illlages ~vitll a choice of I1O = 50, a galaxy

formation epoch z~=1000, and tile l;fstatlliou 1,1’. l’lates I slid 11 snow’ tllc silnluations in /)j and

1{ for flO=O and 111 and IV show Lj and K for f) O=:1. l)latm Jr and V] are the same as plates I and

11 but for zf=3. The images arc displayed 0]1 a logarithl~~ic flux scale.

It is possible to pick out some of the tile differences ex])ected in tl~c different cc)smologic.al models

in these plates. l’or a fixed Zf tlic difference in tile volume ele]ncllts doniillates the 1< plates: the

larger volume element for tile flO=O cosmology (l’late 11) results ill lligllcr sl)ace densities at all

flux densities than in the O.=] case (l’late IV). III tile blue balldl evolutionary effects cause the

brighter galaxies to appear more numerous for flO:: I (])late 111) but tile flO=() ilnagc (]’late I) has

more numerous faint galaxies as the volullie elelnellt cflict oversl Iado\vs evolutional)’ efl”ccts. 14’01a
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fixed flO=O, the I)j image with lower Zj (l’late V) shows a larger surface density of bright galaxies

compared to the high zf Inodel (Plate 1) due to the younger agc in the low ZJ model. I’he lower ZJ

image at K (Plate VI) has similar surface densities of bright galaxies to the ]Iigh Zf model (Plate

11) due to a less dramatic age effect, but it shows the effect of the lower redshift limit in the lower

surface density of faint galaxies.

4.2 Number Counts

Tile number counts derived from the silnulations are shown ill l’igures

reader that for simulation count levels below about 100 pm square degree

significant statistical

simulated galaxies in

uncertainty: a count level of 100 per square degree

the 0.0625 square degrees of the simulated image.

6 to 9. We caution the

the counts arc subject to

corresl)onds to only 6.25

In Figure 6 we show the IIunlber count relations derived from tllc simulated galaxies in the bj

and K bands for our baseline model, which has 11.=50, zf=l OOOand uses the l;fstathiou et al. I,F’.

We show models for two values of flO. Also sliown am tile observed nultlher counts from h(laddox et

al. (1990), I,illy et al. (1991), and ‘1’yson (1988) ill the Lj band and illobasher, F,llis and Sharples

(1986), Glazebrook (1991), Jenkins & l{cid (1991), and Gardner (1992) in tile K-band. ]Ioth the

QO models fit the bright I)j <22 counts reasonably well, while tllc 0,, = O model produces a good

agreement to the K-band data to tile limit of tile fail~tcst survey.

l“igure 7 shows the c]langes in the optical and ilifrarcd nulnbcr count l)redictions for }10 = 100.

For the higher 11., the. blue number counts arc not afkcted si,gllificalltly, lvllilc tlle K-counts are

reduced by a factor of 2 in a flat coslnology. ‘1’llis is because it takcts till~c to build a significant red

giant population and for a ga]axy sr)cctruln to deve]op a ‘red bu]np’. ]n this case, for fLO= 1 a

galaxy at z=l is only H 2.4 Gyr old, wliile its age is H .5 Gyr for a f10 = O Coslnologyo ]Ience, the

reduction of the K-number counts is due to few galaxies contril)uting at t]lese brightness levels.

l’igure 8 shows the changes ill tile optical and illfrarcd nulnber cou]lt ])redictions for ZJ=3 and

5 respectively. F’or QO=:O, the net effect of decreztsilig zf is to increase tile col[llts and cause the’ir
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turnover at brighter magnitudes, because the t]lc galaxies arc younger aud brighter in the later

formation epoch rnodcls. As expected the effect is larger at sllortcr wravelcngths due to more active

star formation in galaxies at the same z. l’or example, the age of a galaxy at 2=1 is 10 Gyr for

.zj = 1000 compared to 6.6 Gyr for ZJ = 5, in an f10 = O cosmology. IN a critical universe model,

the difference in agc is smaller, reducing from m 4.7 (;yr to 3.8 Gyr. The results suggest that a low

Zj, low f10 mode] produces a good aggrccment to the dccpcst Lj and K-band number count data.

Finally in 1+’iguxc9 we show the effect of usilIg tllc lu]l]inosity functio]ls of l’rancescllini et al.

and Shanks as compared to fhc F;fstathiou ct al, ful~ctioll, for .zj N 1000. 2’lIc steeper faint end

slope of the Franccschini function results iu a divergcl]cc of tile counts based ON this function from

those based on the Efstathiou function. ‘1’his divcrgcncc occurs at brig]ltcr lnagnitudes ill a flat

cosmology because at a given apparelit magnitude wre are sallll)lil)g further dowl~ the luminosity

function for this cosmology and thcrcforc are scci]lg a larger effect duc to the cliverging faint cnd

slopes. This increase in the QO =: 1 cou]lts accounts for all iml)roved fit for the lf’ranccschini 1,12

to bj < 25 counts. On the other hand tllc Shanks functio]l results in counts that arc si]nilar to

those based on the I’jfstathiou function, producing slightly ]Iigller counts for the flO=O case in both

bands, and virtually identical counts for Q,, = 1. ‘J’llis slrlall cl[allge ill ]Iumbcr counts is accounted

fcw by the similarity in the density of galaxies ]Ieal tile break of tl~e Schechtcr function and the

sma]]er density of ]atc syste]ns rc]ativc to t]lc early galaxies at Lriglit absolute ll~agllitudcs. ‘1’hc

large number of faint blue systellls IIIake tl(cir al)])carallcc fol this fulirtioll at fluxes just below’ tllc

observab]c limits.

l’rom l’igurcs 6 to 9 we can COIICIUCICtl~at for all flo= O )nodel, the blue a[ld K band counts

can be fit sinlultaneously throughout tllcir Nfllo]c raIIgc, lvllicl~cter of the three 1,1’s is used, hut

only if .zj is low (<5). The value of 1/0 is IIot vcly ill]l)ortallt ill a lo~~ QO nlodel. A l~igll value

for ZJ significantly ulldcrproduccs the tJlue cou]tts for all tllrec 1,1’s. A best fit lllOdC] for QO=O

could bc made with a range of formatio]l C])OCIISbetivcc]i 3 a[ld 5 fol either tile F;fstathiou or

the l’ranccschini functiol\, tliough SUCILa ]]lodcl would fall a little snort c)f tllc t)lue counts failltcr

than 26th wiagnitude. Since the Sllallks ful~ctioli ])roduccs slig]ltly ]li~]lcr OVCIall I)lUC Cou]lts, a



composite best fit could be achieved for it for a rallge of slightly larger zfs, and this fit would be

somewhat better at bj > 26 than possible with the other functions.

The fit to the blue and K band counts is not as good for a critical 00 = 1 cosmology. All three

I,F’s significantly underproduce the K counts fainter than 17th magnitude, whatever the value of

Zj, while the blue counts are fitted only brighter than 22nd magnitude for the Efstathiou et al. and

Shanks IjFs if Zj is high, and about one ]nagnitude fainter if Zj is low. A better fit to t}le faintest

blue counts is possible with the F’ranceschini function (to 26th magnitude with a low Zf ); however

this model may overproduce the brightest blue counts, and is no better than the other functions at

fitting the K band data with QO=.I. l’or 00 = 1, raising }fO above 50 worsens the fit, especially for

the K counts.

4.3 Redshift Distributions

Figure 10 shows the simulated blue band rcdsllift distributions ill tliree magliitude ranges for the

baseline niodcl, while I’igurm 11 to 13 show tllc effects of cl~allging z, from 1000 to 5 and of

replacing the l; fstathiou 1,1’ with tllc Sl~al~ks ancl tllc l’rancesl~ini 1,1’s, respectively. ‘J’able 3 shows

the means allcl variances froln tllc diffcrcl~t ]]~odcl silnulations colnparcd to tllc observations of

]Iroadhurst ct at. (1988) and Colless et al. (1990) in tllc ral~gc 20< Lj <22.5.

Within the statistical uncertainties of tile simulations, all tllc Inodcls with QO=O, excel)t those

with the lowest z~ = 3, are in reasonable agreement with tile data, sho~ving mean redshifts between

CYO.23to =0.35. The best agreement is acllicved with tile stccl) low-cIld Shanks l,]’, flo = O model,

or a l’ranceshini LII’ for both the extreme Cl. lnodels. ‘1’lle Q,,= 1 models arc’ systclnatical]y lCSS

successful, predicting tails tc) high reds}lift that are not observed. ‘J’l~cqualitative difference in N(z)

between tllc f20 models is a direct outcome of tile bcllaviour of lu]ninosity distance ill tile t~~rocases;

galaxies get dimmer faster as a function of z in a low 00 IIIodcl. ‘J’hus in flux limited sur~eys, one

preferentially picks up low z galaxies compared to tllc flo = 1 .casc.
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4.4 Magnitude Distril>utioxls

Figures 14 to 17 show the clistributiolt ill absolute magnitude for the same apparent magnitude

bins used for the redshift distributions. WC see little variation between tlie distributions predicted

by the various models, except for the extension to faillt absolute magnitudes for the l’ra~lceschini

QO = 1 Itioclel, which explains the behaviour of tile counts in l’igure 9.

4.5 Color Distributions

l’igures 18 to 21 show’ the Lj-.l{ color histograms ill clifTerent K-bills for colnparison with the data of

Cowie et al. (1993). l’or all of the models the IIistograms S1[OWa small tendency for galaxies to get

bluer at fainter magnitudes. l’his trend is of about the same rnagllitude as observed by Cowic et

al., and for the f10 = 1 models t]tc peak and range of the colors agrees well with the observational

data also. ‘1’he QO = O, lli.gh ,zf, Inode] colors are too red on average by about 0.5 magnitucles, in

each of tile three magnitude ranges. in addition the simulated (II-K) distributions extend too far

to the reel for the brightest systems. q’llis result is expected since for this cos)nology and Zf the

K-band counts fit the data w’lLilcthe blue ba]ld counts arc ~ll~{lcll)locl~lced, IIowever, the colors

arc in better agrcmnent with tllc observations for a low value of ,zj (] ’igure 18), as expected from

their number-count distributions. All Q = 1 ]I~odels undcr[)roduce both tile optical ancl the near

infrared counts to yield colors in better a~rcw]nc’l~t with obser~ratiolls.

4.6 Summary of Results

~$~econclude that for an QO = O cos][lology a good fit can be obtained to tllc N(m) data irrespective

of which LF is adopted provided the galaxy formation rcdshift is low z & 5. ‘I’lLe hT(bj) data rule

out the highest Zj mode] if QO = O, and tlie hT(ll-l{) data also favor a low Zj lnodcl. IIowcvcr, the

spectroscopic data show the best agrce]nent w’itll a IIigll Zf ltlodc] - and the lolvcst Zj = 3 Inodel is

strong]y rejected by tile data. ‘1’llus, a best overall ]nodel to fit all tlie numbcIt count, reclshift and

color data consists of low Q, z~ H 5, al~d a steep k)w-cIId 1,1’ like that of l’rallccscllilli c1 al. (1988)
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or Shanks (1990).

It is more difhcult to fit the data with QO = 1. In this case tile N(z) clata favor a high zf; the

low Zf models produce a higher median redshift and longer tail to high rcdshift than observed.

The N(z) data alscl favor the Efstathiou or Frallc.cshini 1,11’sover the Shanks 1,1’, as the latter

function also produces a tail to high redshift that. is not ohscrvcd. ‘l)hc best fit is obtained for the

l’ranccschini 1,1+’,for which the blue N(m) can be fitted to Lj N 26; llowcver there is evidmlce that

this I,F overproduces the brightest counts, and it can fit tile I{ counts only to 1(=17. If we adopt

the Efstathiou I,F then the best fits reach only Ljz22 and K=17.

We point out again here that our analysis is based on tllc simulated galaxies that went into

making the fields shown in the plates. g’bus, lilic all previous analytical lnodels of deep galaxy

samples, the simulated data do not suffer from l)lal~y of the observational biases that aflict real

data. F’or example, Koo & Kron (1992) IIavc pointed out t]lat tllc deep galaxy surveys might

be severely biased against high redshift galaxies due to surface brightness dimming, which for a

constant signal-to-noise, goes as ( 1 + 2)10. q’bus, it is likely that the high redshift tail in the

simulated QO = 1 models is obliterated in a real observational ])rocess, IIellce, a direct comparison

of our simulated data with observations with real data is not col[ll)lctcly fair.

WC intend to include sky background, atlnospheric seeing, and instrutl~ental noise in the images,

to study the resultil~g observatioltal biases and to subject tl}c sil~~ulatiolls to the same processing

that the real data go through in a future l)a]jer (Cliokshi ct al. 1993).

5 Discussion

We have presented the most detailed two clilncnsiolla] Aflonte-c;arlo si]l~ulatiolls of deep galaxy fields

in the blue and near infrarecl wavelength balids. ‘J’lle ailn Ivas [0 SC(I11ONIfar tile })redictiolls based

on the local, observed, normal galaxy pro}) erties, together ~vitll tile silll])lest assulnption of coeval

galaxy formation can come towards reconciling tile faint galaxy observations, ‘J’lle results snow

that, irrespective of the assumed cosmological ]Nodel, for a lligll ZJ t]lc observed blue I)alld counts
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beyond bj = 22 are clearly in excess of t]le quicscellt IIorma] galaxy evolution predictions. l’hesc

results are in contrast to those found by Guiclw-doni L[ Rocca-Volnlerangc (1990; GRV), who fit the

photometric data over the entire optical band a~~clalso the spectroscopic data to Lj = 22 with their

galaxy evolution models using low Q with a high Zf. ‘1’llis difference is not due to the differences

in the bright end normalisation of the counts since both our counts and those of GRV fit the data

at bj=19.

Two important differences may contribute to tile different predictions. l’irst, GRV’S standard

model inc]udes a UV-hot phase for the elliptical and SO galaxies, which forln 35% of their total

population. ‘1’his nlight enhance tl~eir blue coulit colltributio]i with resl)cct to the present set of

models. IIowever, two other differences between GltV’s lnodels and ours are likely to cancel this

effect. On the one hand GRV adopt a Miller-Scalo lhll’ wliile wc use a Salpeter ]M1’. This will result

in a stronger UV-rising branch in their models because tllerc is more residual gas. on the other

hand GRV adopt the instantaneous recycling approxilllation, wlli]e ~ve do l~ot.

will lower the UV contribution since it results ill a faster gas depletion tinlc

abundances than our approach.

q’heir assumption

ancl higher metal

Secondly, GRV use different libraries of stellar tracks, as discussed by Mazzei et CI1.(1992), in

particular for the red giant and later p}iases. hlazmi ct [JI. ( ] 992) lnade a comparison between their

procedure alLd GRV’S, using all Sc lnodel with tllc salnc SII’lt and lhll’. ‘1’hey confirmed that the

difference in stellar tracks is probably the principle reason for tlie IWIIICSSof our Inodels compared

to those of G]{Y.

Cowie et al. (]993) found that their 1{ IIumber counts COUICIbe fit by an fl = 1 moc]e], w’]~ilcno

cosmology could fit the blue and the K counts silllultaneous]y. IIotll an open ancl a flat universe

model wit]l a cosmological] C.OllStallt, w]iilc providing a better fit to thct blue c(jullts, overproduced

the K-band data. ‘1’hey achieved a silnultalleous fit by introclucil)g a populatic)n of blue dwarfs at

earlier epochs that disappear locally. Mre canl)ot fit tile 1<-l)a]id clata with Q = 1, but our f) = O

models do account for the ]{-band counts, ill~])]yillg t]iat (Jill’ ]nod LIlsarc tcm l)]ue coll~])ared to Colvie
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et al. This is puzzling, however, since the direct colnparison of our colors with theirs in Figures 18

to 21 shows a generally fair agreement for all Inocicls except the f20=0, l~igh ZJ one, which show’s

redder colors than the observational data of Cowic ct al., Note that we have not normalised either

the blue or K band model N(In) distributions to the observational data therefore this puzzle cannot

be explained by a normalisation inconsistency in our simulations.

Koo & Kron (1992) used the observed color-magnitude distribution of galaxies combined with a

no evolution model to qualitatively reproduce tllc ]Jllotonletric and spectroscopic properties of faint

galaxy populations at optical and near infrared wavelengths. Specifically, tllcir model involved a

multiple combination of blue starhurst systems and rcd quiescently evolving galaxy populations

along with the color-dependent lulninosity functic)n of Shanks (1!390) that provides a steep faint

end slope to the function for blue galaxies. Koo and l{ron’s model effectively demonstrates that

the observations of faint galaxies arc still witllill tile rcalln of what could plausibly be expected

from local populations of galaxies.

On the other hand, }Vang (]991 ) constructed a galaxy evolution model which incorporates

dust in galaxies to reconcile all of tile optical and illfrarcd data. III his l)~odc] tile dust content ill

bright galaxies increases with look back time countering tllc luminosity evolution of their stellar

IJopulations, while the low luminosity systellls arc relatively ullafrccted by extinction effects ancl

thus increase in luminosity with z. q’he overall cflcct of sucli evolution is to illcrcase tlie contri-

bution of lower luminosity galaxies wit]] rcs])ect to bright galaxim witli Z, in flux limited surveys,

SUCIIthat both the the increase ill the

simultaneously satisfied.

Since our models explicitly contain

faint blue counts

an evolving dust

slid tile sl~allow redsllift distributions are

content, tied to tile increasing metal licity

as a function of time, we expect a silnilar effect to that treated analytically by Wang. l’hc blue

band optical depth for various galaxy types is s]iown for our models ill ]’igure ?2. ‘1’his figure shows

that indeed late-type systems are still increasing ill dust collte]lt al~d extinction at tile present time,

while earlier type systems snow a ra])id increase ill ol)tical del)tll with increasill.g lookback time at
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recent epochs.

Most other efforts to sinlultancous]y rcconcilc tllc blue and tile K-balld data have required

departures from what is observed locally and/or ncw phcmomcna. I’or example, }Iroadhurst et

al. (1992) used a combination merging and starburst scenario (this dots not conserve the local

galaxy density and also invokes starbursting S1;11s to explain the ezccss blue counts), Babul &

Rees (1992), like Cowic et al, (1 993), hypot]lesisccl disappearing populations of c1warfs synchronised

to match the faint blue counts and rcdshift distributions.

Observational evidence for interaction- or luergcr-driven starbursts in galaxies came from the

lRAS survey. l’his survey found that, locally, only a small fraction of galaxies (N 2%) participate

in such phenomena. In all merger scenarios the expectation of galaxy interaction is expected to

increase with rcdshift at a rate solnewllere in the ra]lge ( 1 +- .Z)*3-6. in fact, in the Carlberg &

Chariot (1992) model, by 7,=0.5, the typical depth of the rcdshift surveys, the luminosity function is

already dominated by interaction induced- starburst evcllts, explaining tllc excess in the counts from

bj = 21 to the faintest flux levels. IIroadllurst et al. (19SS) and COIICSSet al. (1990) have modellcd

their counts in terms of a starburst scenario guided I)y tllcir ol)servatiolls of Iiigller equivalent widths

of 011 emission in their deeper surveys com])ared to tl~e Lrigl]ter s])cctroscopic survey of Peterson et

al. (19S6). IIowever, as pointed out by Koo L’ Kron (1992), tile two surveys sample very different

luminosity ranges with the Peterson saln])]e coIIfiIIcd to tllc sul~-l,+ Icginle (see tile analyses by

l;a]es (1993)) while the ]Iroadhurst c1 CI1.and Collcss C( al. obser~rations saln~)lc wI,*. “1’lius the

increase in the 011 strength is possibly a vo]ulnc ef~cct, where stronger cvolutiollary effects are

detected in the higher redshift sam])lcs. So wllilc invoking galaxy lnergcrs an(i nowconscrvation of

galaxy number densities is OIICway of rcsol~’ing tllc luystery 011t]lc IIature of the steep blue counts,

it is not necessarily the only ])ossiblc cxj)lanatioli.

We explored the changes to our results produced l)y valying tllrcc of tile ]nost fundalnental

parameters of our simulations. As we expected, wllilc a variation of IfO does not significantly effect

our results, both the epoch of galaxy formation altd tlic slla])c of tile local lulllinosity function are
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critical ill the interpretation of the faint galaxy data. In fact, botli the observed number counts

and the redshift distributions could be cxplainecl by a low Q, low Zf model. Varying zf and the

I.LF does not satisfy any observational constraints for any flat cosmological ]node]. ‘1’hus a low -zj

and/or a steep faint end luminosity function may be sufficient to explain afl of the photometric and

spectroscopic data without further need to invoke a starbursts or mergers of galaxy populations in

a low Q universe, but not in a flat universe.

The variation in the local luminosity function shows that the steep slope of the l’ranceschini

LF can explain the blue counts to hj H 26 for a nigh ~, 10W’ZJcase, but has 110effect on impriving

the fit at K for this QO, The Shanks function gives the same results for the number counts as the

Efst at hiou function.

IIeterrninations of space densities of low lulninosity galaxies are very uncertain because they

rely on nearby samples which arc heavily aflcctcd by local cfrects. Randonl velocities are large

scale streaming motions hinder the a~)p]ic.ability of the rcds]lift-distance rclat ion; estimates based

on group membership or distance indicators suc]i as tlie “Ihll.v-l’ishcr relatiol I are also controver-

sial. Moreover, the local density of galaxies might I)e lligllcr or lower than the Incan density by

an unknown factor. Although the careful analysis by Saunders ct al, (1990), colnbining data from

several complete salnp]es totalling 2818 galaxies, indicates a rclatii’cly 101vdel[sity of low’ lunlinos-

ity galaxies, substantially higher values arc suggested by tllc dcel)cr 601fm sa]l~ple of I,onsdale &

IIacking (19S9).

Some additional justification for adopting a stcwp ]ulnillosity function coInm from tile clumped

redsllift distribution observed in the ]Jencil beam survey of IIroaclllurst et [/1. (1 !390), IIahcall

(1991 ) demonstrated that the rcdsllift structures seen in that data originate ill the kliown large-

scale supcrclusters. The luluinosity function of galaxies witllill such structures may well deviate

substantially from what is observed in field systclils. 11’orcxaItl])lc, Sal~dagc, l]iIlgcJli &T‘1’ammann

(1985) found that tl[e luminosity function for galaxies ia tllc Virgo cluster exhibits a steep faint

end slope unlike that derived for field galaxies by l;fstathiou cl (//. ( 1988
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galaxy fields do not cxplictly contailt “field” galaxies. Clusters are made larg;e and diffuse enough

to mimic field galaxy separations but tllcy have narrow z distributions slid thus sl~ow silni]ar levels

of clustering as observed in tllc spectroscopic surveys without a substantial field galaxy fraction.

l’hus there could be a potential problem ill our simulations ill sampling local ‘field’ environments

for basing the predictions of dccpcr surveys - both tlic space dcllsity normalisation and the shape

of the faint end of the luminosity function could be wrol)g if the clecp surveys are dolninated by

clusters.

l’hc compatibility between the observations and

faint end luminosity function cannot Ilcccssarily be

or merger models. Any of the above colnhinatio]l of

tlie silnulation Inodels with a change in .z~ or

takel] as a proof against citller the starburst

paralnetcrs and/or new phenomena might be

responsible for the deep optical and infrared data. ‘1’llc ]noclels clo strongly argue that i[lterpreting

the faint galaxy observations is a multi-parameter ])robleln tl~at cannot IIcccesarily be addressed by

simpler analytical approaches.

provides a lower bound to the

l’or example, our fit of tllc K-band counts with a low QO model just

galaxy numbers c’xl)ccted pure]y from ]oca] phenomena and allows

rooln for further evolution in galaxy counts or their lulni]losity resulting froln merging or starburst

scenarios.

It must be emphasised that the simulations presented here arc nl[lss-less, i.e. we have simulated

the light distributions ofgalaxics in model universes wliosc geolnctry is go~crncd by tile cosmological

parametms. Thus the success of a low Zj, !20 = O lliodel siltll)ly favors the larger volume provided

by an open geomctly. A flat geoll~ctrical ]I~odel can exl)laill III(I deep galaxy 1{-band observations

if citllcr a non-zero cosmological collstant is invoked (I,illy C( al. 1991 ) or galaxy number density

conservation is aballdoned. IIotll tllcsc sce]larios ])roduce l~igller predicted galaxy space densities,

the first by increasil[g tile volume clc[ncllt and tlic second by all increase ill the nulnber of galaxies

at IIighcr rcdshifts with galaxy lncrgers or fading tllell accountilig for tlic galaxy counts observed

locally.

It has been suggested tl~at tllc light of faint b]uc galaxies is sufliciellt to cxl)laill all lnetal
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production, and since the rcdshift

fairly recent epochs (Cowie 1991).

surveys show slla]low’ distributions, this lnust have occured at

l’lle star formation rate of galaxies in our simulations is astcp

function that inconstant atearlycpoch sand tllcllclccreases ralJidly. Sincc72%, ofour galaxies are

late type with @o=l-l Othcirnleta lproduction (asindicatccl by theirdust contcmtin l’igure22)is

a slowly increasing function c)f time covering a large range of rcdshifts with the lowest ~~osystems

still increasing their metal content.

The next step in our study of faint galaxy populations is to include further effects, physical

and observational, that might influence tllc outcome of tile simulations. ‘1’]lese include a color-

]utninosity effect and foreground extinction in galaxies that l[~ig]lt be potentially i[nportant. I,ess

important might be the ll~or~~llology-dcl~sity relaticjn, while tllc clumtion of tile slo])e of the faint end

of the galaxy luminosity function, and of IIlor[)llology- de})cli{lcllt lulninosity functions still await

observational confirmations before being applied to “field” systelns. Missing obscrvatioanl effects

include sky, noise, seeing, surface brightness cliullnings and t}leir effect on galax<y clctection ancl

photometric procedures, cffect,s of confusion etc. ‘1’l\csc efi’ect might l)otential]y be larger than the

second order astrophysical effects.

G Summary

We have presented detailed two dilnensiona] si]nu]atiolls of dcwl) galaxy fields that rely on extrap

elating the local observed prol)m-ties of galaxies to }Iigll rcds]lifts based o]l ])assive stellar evolution

in galaxies and the assumed geometry of space-tilnc. \trc iil~d that, under tile assum~)tion of conser-

vation in galaxy numbers, the models are strongly col]strailld I)y tlic observations of optical and

infrared number counts, their redshift aud color distributiolis. ‘J’he results favour low Q,,, low zj

models and are best fit by local luminosity functions that show a steel) low lulni]losity slope.
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TAIII,II; 1.

PARAh41H’l;NS 011’ I,OCA1, I, IJMINOSI’JIY II’(JNC’I’1OA’S
—= —___ —

Reference j,* h!” o

Efstathiouct al. (1988) 0.00195 -21.18 -1.07
Franceschini et cd. (1988); Early types 0.0004 -21.1 -1.0
Franceschini et al. (1988); I,atc tyl,es 0.0012 -20.9 -1.4
Shanks (1990); E, SO,Sab 0.0012 -20.5 -0.7
Shanks (1990); Sbc 0.0006 -21.4 -1.1
Shanks (1990); Sccl/Sdnl 0.0004 -21.5 -1.5
de l,apparent et al, (1 989) 0.00250 -20,7 -1.1
I,oveday et al. (1992) 0.00175 -21.00 -0.97

—— .



‘l’able 2,

COLORS OF NltARllY GAI,AXIES

XC U-V V-K B-V uu.v Uv_K UB_v Nu_v Nv_~~ NB_t,
‘E/SO 1.42 3.27 0.94 0.11 0.16 0.09 198 132 198

Sa 1.27 3.18 0.90 0.15 0.29 0,08 70 32 73

Sb 1.00 3.13 0.80 0.22 0.26 0.12 78 22 78

Sc 0.62 3.08 0.62 0.20 0.31 0.13 110 13 110

ITT 0.32 ... 0.51 0,20 ,.. 0.12 38 ... 38.—
~~/SO 1.42 3.22 0.89 ... . .. . .. 54 54 ‘-- 84

Sa 1.32 3.19 0.83 .. . . .. . .. 9 9 22

Sb 1.07 3.17 0.75 ... ... ... 9 9 34
Sc 0.82 3.09 0.58 ... . .. .. . 20 20 65
Irr 0.32 2.53 0.42 ... ... . .. 6 G 24——= ——
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‘J’able 3.

R1;IISIIIFT I) ISTIU1IUTIONS

<z> 0:
Observations

—
0.27 0,019

flO=l,zj=lOOO, Efstathiou 1,1’ 0.35 0.134
f20=:0,zj= 1000, Efstathiou 1,1’ 0.32 0.026
flO=l, zj=l OOO, Franceschini I,F 0.23 0.03]

flO=:O,z~=l OOO,l’ranccschini 1,1’ 0.26 0.018

QO=.l,zf=lOOO, Shanks I,F 0.49 0.141
QO=O,zj=l OOO,Shanks LF 0.26 0.018
QO= l,zj=5, F;fstathiou 1,1+’ 0.76 0.546
!20=0,zf=5, Efstathiou LF 0.36 0.030
QO= l,zj=3, Efstathiou I,k’ 1.15 0.821
QO=0,zj=3, Efstathiou LF 0.98 1.216—_ —
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: A comparison of different local luminosity functions. dash-triple dot line: Efstathiou,

Ellis and Peterson (1988); lower solid line: Shanks (1990); upper solid line: Franccschini et al.

(1988); dash-dot line: de l,apparent, Gellcr and l[uchra (1989); dotted line: Loveday et al. (1992);

dashed line: Carlberg and Chariot (1992).

Figure 2: Elliptical (light line) and spiral (heavy line) galaxy photometric evolution models as a

function of age.

Figure 3: Rest frame (B-K) and (U-V) colors as a function of agc for the galaxy evolution models

for different values of the initial star formation rate @o. (11-K)O and (U-V)O rcprcscnt the extinction

corrected colors. Long dash-dot line: ~~o= 100 In. yr-l; long dash - short dash line:

short dash-dot line: 20 m. yr–l; dashed line: 10 m. yr-l; solid line: 3 m. yr-l.

Figure 4: (B-V) and (V-K) colors in the observers frame for galaxy evolutionary

35 Xnoyr-l;

models with

different initial star formation rates (as in l’igurc 3) as a function of rcdshift. l’ancls (a) and (b)

are for QO = 1, and panels (c) and (d) arc for SIO= 0. ZJ=IOOO and 110=50 arc assumed for both

cases.

Figure 5: ]Iistogranls of the observed galaxy (11-V) and (V-K) colors for all morphological types

(panels a and b) and for the late type galaxies (panels c and d). The data is derived from a

heterogeneous sample, as described in the text.

Figure 6: N(bj) and N(K) pcr square dcgrcc pcr magnitude derived from the simulatiolls for our

baseline model with zj=lOOO and 11.=50 (lines), for two values of Q.. ‘]’he syInbols are the observed

number counts. Hluc Data: solid squares: Tyson 1988; solid triangles: Mctcalfe et al. 1991; open

squares: Maddox et al. 1990; open stars: l,illy et al. 1991. K band data: solid circles, open circles,

open squares, open stars: Various surveys as reported by Gardner 1992 ;opcn t rianglcs: Glazcbrook

1991; plain error bars: Jenkins and Reid 1991.

I’igurc 7: Same as Figure 6, illustrating the effect of changing 1

model with 110=50 is shown as the light lines for two values of

shown as the dark lines.

~ from 50 to 100. ‘J’llc baseline

QO, while tllc ll.=lOO model is
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Figure 8: Same as l’igure 6, illustrating the effect of changing the epoch of galaxy formation. For

this figure we have put the results for the two values of Q. into different panels for the sake of

clarity. l’he baseline model with 110=50 and Zj= 1000 is shown as the solid line in each panel.

Figure 9: Same as Figure 6, illustrating the effect of different local luminosity functions. In this

figure the results for the two values of Qo are again shown in each panel, with the solid lines for

$2.= 1 and the dashed lines for QO=O. The baseline model with 110=50, z~= 1000 and the Efstathiou

et al. (1988) luminosity function is depicted as the light pair of lines in each panel. The other

luminosity functions are depicted with the heavier lines.

Figure 10: N(z) per square degree distributions in three bj magnitude ranges for each value of ft.

for our baseline model.

Figure 11:

k’igure 12:

Figure 13:

Figure 14:

Figure 10,

l’igure 15:

Figure 16:

l’igure 17:

l’igure 18:

l’igure 19:

Figure 20:

Figure 21:

Figure 22:

Same as Figure

Same as Figure

Same as I’igure

10 but for zj=5.

10 , but for the l’ranceschini et al. (1988) luminosity function

10, but for the Shanks (1990) luminosity function.

Absolute magnitude distributions for the same apparent magnitude ranges used in

for our baseline model.

Same as I“igure 14 but for z~=5.

Same as Figure 14, but for the l’ranceschini et al. (1988) luminosity function

Same as Figure 14, but for

(II-K) colors in different K

Same as Figure 18, but for

Same as Figure 18, but for

Same as k’igure 18, but for

the Shanks (1990) luminosity functiol[.

nlagllitude ranges for the baseline model.

zj=5.

the ]’ranceschini et al. (1988) luminosity function.

the Shanks (1990) luminosity function.

Face-on blue band optical depth of model galaxies as a function of age, for five difrerent

values of the initial star formation rate +..

Plate 1: Central 5’ x 5’ of simulated bj band image with 1/0 = 50 km/s/Mpc, flO=O, Zj= 1000 and

the Efstathiou et al. (1988) luminosity function.
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Plate 11: Central 5’ x 5’ of simulated 1{ band image with 110 = 50 kn~/s/Mpc, fla=O, z~= 1000 and

the Efstathiou et al. (1988) lutninosity function.

Plate 111: Central 5’ x 5’ of simulated bj band image with IfO = 50 knl/s/Mpc, Q.=], .z~=1000 and

the Efstathiou et al. (1988) luminosity function.

Plate IV: Central 5’ x 5’ of simulated 1< band image with 1{0 = 50 kn~/s/Mpc, Qo=l, Zj= 1000 and

the 13fstathiou et al. (1988) lutninosity function.

Plate V: Central 5’ x 5’ of simulated bj band image with I1O = 50 knl/s/Mpc, QO=O, zf=3 and the

Efstathiou et al. (1988) lutninosity function.

Plate I: Central 5’ x 5’ of simulated A’ band image with MO = 50 ktn/s/Mpc, QO=O, .zj=3 and the

Efstathiou et al. (1988) luminosity function.
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